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Intro:

When you wish up-on a star, makes no differ-ence who you are

Any-thing your heart desires will come to you

If your heart is in your dream, no re-quest is too ex-treme

When you wish up-on a star, as dream-ers do

Fate is kind. She brings to those who love

The sweet ful – fillment of their secret long-ing

Like a bolt out of the blue, fate steps in and sees you through

When you wish up-on a star, your dreams come true

When you wish up-on a star, your dreams come true
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Intro:  F7

Bb  G7+  Cm7  F7  Cm7  F7  A7b9  Bb
When you wish up-on a star, makes no differ-ence who you are

BbMA9 Dbdim  Cm7  F7  Dm7  Db7  Cm7  F7b5
Anything your heart desires will come to you

Bb  G7+  Cm7  F7  Cm7  F7  A7b9  Bb
If your heart is in your dream, no re-quest is too ex-treme

BbMA9 Dbdim  Cm7  F7  Bb
When you wish up-on a star, as dream-ers do

F7b9  Bb  Cm7  A7b9  Bb
Fate is kind. She brings to those who love

Gm  Gm6  Gm7  Gbdim  C  Cm7  Cm7b5  F7  G7
The sweet ful-fillment of their secret long-ing

C  A7+  Dm7  G7  Dm7  G7  B7b9  C
Like a bolt out of the blue, fate steps in and sees you through

CMA9  Ebdim  Dm7  G7  C
When you wish up-on a star, your dreams come true

CMA9  Ebdim  Dm7  G7  C6
When you wish up-on a star, your dreams come true